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Initiative # 3B: Regional Task Force Summer
Action Grants 2004

Introduction

      For the summer of 2004, the HESC once again offered Regional Task
Force Action Grants in an effort to support local efforts at planning and
implementing collaborative pre-service and in-service opportunities for inclusive
schooling.  The programs provided under this initiative varied depending upon
the needs within each region.  Led by the TF liaisons, institutions within the
regions and, in many cases, local high needs schools collaborated to create
programs that included strengthening regional focus on the work of the TF,
designing and developing CEC conference presentations, providing in-service on
inclusion to beginning teachers and pubic school personnel, advancing the
implementation of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) theory and strategies,
and examining the student teaching experience in inclusive settings from the
institutional and from the sponsoring teacher’s viewpoints.

Five of the seven TF regions participated and were funded through this
initiative.  See Table 1. (One other region paid for its summer action work
through its Regional Task Force Liaison grants; for another, the summer work
was a continuation of what had begun under various other initiatives.)  A total of
$39,270 in awards was distributed, each award averaging $7,854.  The awards
provided payments for presenters, stipends for ihe and school district personnel
to participate, funds for scholarships for pre-service teacher participants, and
reimbursement for the costs associated with implementing large-scale programs
(such as travel, clerical expenses, printing, and supplies).

Overview of the Action Grants

The Western Region focused on the implementation of Universal Design
for Learning (UDL) at its institutions.  The three-day experience was constructed
to include institutional teams of three including general education faculty and
special education faculty as well as students.  A turnkey process was established
whereby participating faculty returned to train other faculty at their institutions.
The training was provided by New York State’s Technology Resources Center,
by a faculty member from an adjoining region who had been trained in UDL
under another HESC initiative, and by a technology coordinator from a local
school district.  The outcome of the work was implementation plans at each of
the institutions to encourage the more widespread use of UDL in courses for
teacher preparation.
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The Mid-West Region chose to concentrate its resources on creating
professional presentations on inclusive education for the Statewide and the
National Council on Exceptional Children (CEC) conferences. Teams of
educators representing institutions and school districts and Regional School
Support Center (RSSC) and Special Education Training and Resource Center
(SETRC) staff met for four sessions over the summer to design and develop their
proposals and presentations. Topics for presentation sessions included co-
teaching, university-school relations, teaching strategies for diverse learners, and
inclusive classroom management.  In addition to having fashioned four
conference presentations that were accepted at the CEC Statewide conference,
these teams strengthened relationships between and among institutional faculty,
school district personnel, and RSSC and SETRC staff for future collaboration.
Proposals were also written for the Statewide Inclusion conference in May 2005
and for two upcoming School-University partnership conferences.

The Hudson Region implemented a two-day conference which focused
specifically on the experiences of student teachers in inclusive classrooms.
Teams from the region’s institutions were assembled comprised of TF members,
field experience coordinators, cooperating teachers, and recent graduates.
These professionals shared information, discussed improvements to institutional
placement opportunities, and developed assessment tools for field experiences.
In addition, at the end of the conference, institutional faculty joined one another
for reflection, for updates on their curriculum and their teacher preparation
programs, and to plan next steps for their institutions and for the region.

The Long Island Region coordinated its third annual three day summer
institute for inclusive practice: No Teacher Left Behind: Strategies for
Differentiating Instruction, inviting TF member institutions to work with regional
high needs schools in understanding best inclusive practice.  The goals of the
institute were to increase student success and to develop effective teaching in
high needs schools. In addition to teachers, administrators, and
paraprofessionals, student teachers from various institutions were represented.
Session presentations included: “Differentiated Instruction and Learning Styles,”
“Web Sites that Support Differentiated Instruction,” “Effective Co-Teaching
Strategies for the Differentiated Classroom,” and disability and cultural difference.

Capitalizing on past work on its own infrastructure and a call for increased
participation, the Mid-State Region strengthened its regional collaboration by
designing the prospect of a symposium on inclusive middle-level education.
Plans were developed for a series of meetings throughout the coming year to
develop and implement a collaboration of local SETRC and RSSC staff,
institutional faculty, and school district representatives to explore and to share
best inclusive practice at the middle level.  The collaboration engendered by the
project helped bring cohesiveness to the regions’ efforts.
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General Observations

For the third year, for the regions participating, the Regional Task Force
Summer Action Grant 2004 advanced the implementation of quality inclusive
teacher preparation programs and distilled efforts at reaching high needs schools
through professional development.  It is fair to say that the major focuses of this
year’s funded opportunities were on: 1) involving pre-service and graduate
students in the processes of understanding successful inclusive practice or 2)
seeking methods to sustain school district and institutional change or 3)
strengthening the support for institutions with inclusive programs or 4)
communicating the work of the Task Force and inclusive schooling to still wider
audiences.  Institutional faculty and other summer participants continued their
fruitful thinking and reflection on the nature of their practice and the infusion of
their research and understanding into high needs schools.  The West’s UDL
training, the Mid-West’s presentation work, the Hudson’s field placement
conference, Long Island’s summer institute, and the Mid-State’s symposium
planning all included high needs public school professionals, a first.  The results
of this initiative continue to point to the viability of regional identities that have
been strengthened through on-going collaboration and familiarity.  The careful
involvement of pre-service and graduate students in at least four of five programs
served to bolster the bridges between in-service and pre-service personnel.
These efforts cannot help but advance the cause of successful teacher induction
and retention in New York State. As continues to be the case through much of
the HESC project, numerous connections continued to be forged.

Having matured in the first two years, the third year for this Initiative
witnessed an increased clarity and a keener focus on outcomes for the
opportunities provided. Regional liaisons, in charge of designing, implementing
and reporting the summer work, anticipated the nature and scope of their
programs significantly sooner than they had in years past, improving the overall
quality and sense of purpose of the offerings.  The focus on opportunities
provided in the summer months made the planning and implementation of this
initiative more thorough and, consequently, more successful. Communications of
various opportunities became more sophisticated and more timely.  Well-
designed and detailed evaluation components continued to mark the success of
these offerings.

Future Considerations

? Considering funding prospects for the coming year and the Summer
Action Grant’s success as a program, letting this initiative lapse would be
unfortunate.  The cohesion, focus, and breadth of different region’s work
continue to be hallmarks of this initiative’s success.
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Table 1.
Initiative # 3B: Regional Task Force Summer Action Grants 2004

Region Institution Liaison Initiative Focus
West Canisius College Chandra Foote UDL Turnkey Training
Mid-
West

University of
Rochester

Ann Monroe-
Baillargeon

Statewide and National
CEC Presentations

Hudson Marymount at
Fordham University

Joan Black Student and Sponsoring
Teacher Conference

Long
Island

New York Institute
of Technology

Dolores Burton &
Darra Pace

Professional Development
Institute

Mid-
State

Cazenovia College Stephanie Leeds Middle Level Inclusion
Symposium
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     Initiative #5: Regional Task Force Liaison
Grants

Introduction

Continuing to recognize that some of the most important work of the TF
was taking place at the local level within the seven regions of New York State,
the HESC supported a structure of local collaboration among institutions and
high needs schools. Fashioned to parallel the state’s Regional Support Center
(RSSC) network, these collaborations make possible the close interaction and
shared efforts of geographically close institutions, schools, and districts
dedicated to quality inclusive practice.  Regional TF Liaisons were identified and
modest fiscal support was provided for their work.  As a result, regional activities
were strengthened and institutional faculty, generally, felt empowered.

By developing and supporting leadership in the regions, this initiative
served to help ensure that issues at the local level were carefully considered and
incorporated into the HESC’s direction and actions.  The regions were
represented by their college and university faculty, personnel from local high
needs schools and districts, staff from RSSCs and Special Education Training
and Resource Centers (SETRCs), and parents from organizations championing
inclusion.  Meetings of all the liaisons were regularly held as a means to
troubleshoot problems, to share actions and decisions being made at the
regional levels, and to set the overall direction for the State-wide TF.  Within the
give and take of this model, regions built capacity among their constituencies,
thereby, making still stronger the larger state education system.

With all seven regions represented, TF Liaisons undertook various tasks
to provide voice, direction, and support to the work of teacher preparation
institutions and high needs partner schools.  See Table 2. Among the tasks
undertaken by these individuals were: assessing the needs of regional
institutions, fostering communication among all parties relevant to public school
student achievement, recruiting and supporting teacher preparation programs,
and orienting new faculty to the work of the TF. Meetings were held in each
region at least four times during the year when communications from NYSED,
VESID, and the HESC were distributed, as was news of local initiatives and
program developments at member institutions.

The initiative awards provided stipends or salary offsets to liaisons,
support for local faculty and for public school personnel for pre-service and in-
service opportunities, and material and travel purchases.  All 7 regions
participated in the initiative.  A total of $167,202 was divided among the seven
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regions, with awards averaging $23,886, depending on the duration of the liaison
appointment, and the size and complexity of the region of the state served by the
liaison.

Overview of the TF Liaison Role and Activities

The values of the Regional Task Force Liaison initiative are several.  First,
the TF liaison structure continued to develop the regional identities for which it
was designed.  Although increased communication among liaisons resulted in
the sharing of many common themes and practices, each region used its
resources to create programs and to engage in actions that were clearly unique.
The West region focused its efforts on sharing information on teacher preparation
programs at member institutions, on ensuring the professional development of
faculty, on implementing successful school district partnerships, and on
advancing urban educational leadership.  The Mid-West Region around
Rochester encouraged the successful accreditation of some member institutions
by sharing resources and extended professional development efforts to various
partner schools and to speakers and conferences throughout the state and the
country.   The Mid-State Region, including Syracuse and Utica, defined a worthy
goal for itself in developing middle level inclusion and continued with this goal to
build infrastructure among institutions.  The East Region focused its efforts
deliberately on advancing co-teaching, ensuring post-secondary access to
individuals with disabilities, researching low-incidence disabilities, and
implementing successful partnerships.  The Hudson Region deepened the reach
of the TF at institutions and in schools through visitations and extensive in-
service, while focusing on the experiences of student teachers and their mentors.
Long Island continued to expand its network of partnerships with schools while
analyzing the inclusive preparation programs within the region to understand the
needs of each different institution.  New York City, in 2002-2003, sought greater
focus and stronger infrastructure, so the Region banned together to create a
consortium of institutions, assessed its institutional needs, and worked to create
three viable school partnerships in 2003-2004.

Second, the TF liaison initiative built capacity through innovative uses of
available networks and by focusing regional efforts on issues of lasting systems
change.  Routinely, liaisons not only looked among member institutions for
commitment and support, they sought and received considerable connection
through various regional networks.  RSSCs and SETRCs were routinely present
and active at regional meetings, particularly in the West, Mid-West, Mid-State,
Hudson, and Long Island regions.  Local Teacher Centers and their networks
were utilized successfully in New York City and in the Mid-West.  As witnessed
by the Regional Task Force Summer Action Grants, professional development
for public school teachers and administrators became the norm in five of the
seven regions with the two remaining regions involving public school partners
under the auspices of Initiative #5A.  Several liaisons offered their efforts to
highlight inclusion among their own faculties to change otherwise parochial
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thinking, increase awareness, and encourage inclusion’s implementation.
Moving regional meetings among different member institutions during the course
of the year served to raise the TF’s profile among faculty and institutional leaders
and to acknowledge the maturation of the TF and its inclusive emphasis.
Likewise, discussion about a highlighted program at an institution served to hone
the program’s focus and to encourage more conceptual thinking about the study
of inclusion as well as an understanding of the unique struggle in some regions
to locate adequate student placements.    .

Third, there was a strong emphasis in the regions on continuing to
develop and to implement partnerships with high needs schools.  Regions built
on their work from the previous year to develop strong and viable partnerships
that appear as though they will remain because of mutual respect and need.  TF
membership as well as HESC financial support helped leverage additional
funding for institutions to affect public school professional development positively.
The TF has also made possible institutional ability to tailor professional
development to the particular needs of public school teachers in different
partnerships in different regions.  Thus, the West, Mid-West, Hudson, Long
Island, and New York City regions moved particularly far forward in pursuing
project goals at the level of the public schools and districts.

Fourth, the TF liaison structure, with its regular meetings and
communications among liaisons contributed to the above values as well as to the
value of strengthening regional commitment to the two goals of the TF.   As a
result of this structure, New York City adopted a consortium model for its
institutions patterned after the arrangement that had been in place the year
before in the Mid-West.  The Mid-West Region undertook to locate its regional
meetings in different institutions at which reports about the local programs were
shared, replicating the Western Region model; and the Hudson Region began
using a paper and electronic newsletter fashioned after a similar effort in the
East.  Likewise, because of shared experiences, liaisons were better able to
navigate the bureaucratic structures of their respective institutions and then, in
turn, provide this learning to other institutional representatives in their regions.

Finally, regional liaisons were active in courting and recruiting new
institutions to become part of the TF.  7 new institutions were added to the TF
during the course of the year, 1 in the East, Mid-West, and NYC, 2 each in the
West and Hudson regions.  In several cases, institutions joined regional meetings
without completing commitment letters to the Task Force.  In spite of this, their
presence signaled how wide the TF umbrella could extend in encouraging
necessary and productive dialogue about inclusive practice, and several liaisons
reported securing promises of future commitments.
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General Observations

Overall, strong leadership and strength of purpose remained hallmarks
among the Regional liaisons.  Although healthy attendance continued at the
State-wide TF meeting in Albany, NY, individual members often opted to attend
regional meetings regularly in lieu of the Statewide where communication
focused on issues of local as well as Statewide importance.  As meetings began
to move from place to place in several regions, college administrators, deans and
chair people, were present to greet TF members and learn first hand about the
work of the TF.

This initiative continued to carry significant impact for the TF into the 2003-
2004 operating year.  The information and knowledge shared at the regional level
were enhanced by the increased sophistication of the liaisons and their methods
of communicating.  The continued visibility of the TF through the local efforts of
liaisons at host institutions and through regional members was noteworthy.  Even
more evident this year than last, the TF Liaison structure enhanced collaboration,
empowered faculty, and ensured access for colleges and universities to the
venue of K – 12 decision-making.

Future Considerations

? The liaison structure represented by this initiative has created a
considerable brain trust of individuals with expertise in collaboration as
well as broadening perspectives on inclusion at institutions and in schools.
Utilizing this expertise fully as well as incorporating the unique vision
represented by each region will emerge as a challenge for the TF and,
more particularly, the HESC.  Remaining close to liaison thinking to
fashion future structures will be necessary.

? A comparison of School Improvement Grant statements of agreement
revealed inconsistencies in addressing the balance between the
institutional and school district commitments necessary for successful,
sustainable partnerships and in securing mutually beneficial relationships.
After fully understanding the process, regional liaisons need to undertake
bigger roles in designing and implementing statements of agreement
between institutions and school districts.

? The liaisons, the liaison structure and its functioning is worthy of focused
study and further understanding.  Their efforts may be showcased during
semi-annual NYSATE/NYACTE conferences or at national meetings.

? Liaisons should be consulted and help develop the renewal of Call for
Commitments by the TF.
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Table 2.
Initiative #5: Regional Task Force Liaison Grants Summary

Region Liaison Institution
New York
City

Victoria Rodriguez, Peter
Kozik

CUNY – Lehman College

Hudson Joan Black Marymount at Fordham
University

Long Island Dolores Burton & Darra Pace Hofstra University
Mid-State Stephanie Leeds Cazenovia College
Mid-West Ann Monroe-Baillargeon University of Rochester
East Theresa Ward The College of St. Rose
West Chandra Foote Niagara University
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 Initiative #7A: Co-Teaching Project Grants:
Fall 2003 – Summer 2004

Introduction

Among several initiatives offered through HESC for the 2003-2004 funding
cycle was Initiative #7A: Co-Teaching Project Grants.  The initiative’s purpose
was to build capacity at teacher education institutions, among colleagues at
these institutions, and among their colleagues in field settings to better serve all
learners through various models of co-teaching.  This includes coming to
understand better their different teaching roles and experiences, and learning to
appreciate one another’s contributions to fully inclusive classrooms and schools.
Co-teaching provides a venue in which professors and teachers can collaborate
toward these ends, and can build inclusive teacher preparation courses,
experiences, and programs.  Projects can be undertaken at any level: early
childhood, childhood, middle childhood, and/or adolescent levels.

Faculty at TF institutions chose to collaborate with colleagues from the
same or from a different department, division, or institution or to collaborate with
a colleague from a high needs school either within the school or for a teacher
preparation course.  See Table 3.  Fifteen (15) project proposals were received
and considered; 13 were funded.  Of the funded projects, 8 implemented co-
teaching models between K-12 practitioners and college faculty; 4 focused on co-
teaching models between colleagues at institutions; 1 project involved cross-
institutional collaboration and included K-12 practitioners as well.

A total of $57,762 was awarded to the 13 co-teaching projects.  The
average award was $4,443, provided by subcontract only to TF member
institutions.

Overview of the Co-Teaching Projects

In its second year funding, Co-Teaching Project Grants have well
expressed the maturation of the HESC’s efforts to promote and support quality
inclusive schooling.  The overall quality of the proposals improved significantly
from the year before both in planning and in execution.  There was a much
greater effort in 2003-2004 to ensure some sustainability in the relationships that
were forged under this initiative.  Efforts to institutionalize co-teaching at member
colleges and universities were clearly present in the outcomes of these
experiences.  In addition, there was a conscious effort on the part of several
faculty who received awards under this initiative to incorporate student teachers
in the planning and in the implementation of the projects.  Overall, the projects
implemented under this initiative provided positive results.
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This round of co-teaching projects focused strongly on classroom
instruction.  In a majority of instances, funded Initiative #7A proposals
represented deliberate efforts on the part of faculty to locate courses within high
needs schools or to utilize teachers from these schools. Variations in delivery
included co-taught after-school tutorials for improving literacy, continuing
culturally relevant pedagogy, the continued implementation of a professional
development school, connecting graduate students and teachers in an on-line
environment, and the blending of in-service opportunities with coursework on
secondary inclusion.  Several project final reports remarked the value of creating
relationships between student teachers and professionals at school buildings.
Among other benefits, school based co-teaching projects allowed students to test
strategies learned in courses and apply their learning more directly.  There was
noteworthy risk-taking in implementing co-teaching projects.  The time and the
ability to plan, to analyze and to reflect, remarked by both faculty and public
school practitioners, emerged as positive outcomes in co-teaching experiences.
College and school personnel, both, gained insight into one another’s domains,
tested methods liberally, and used research-based teaching and assessment
techniques in their projects. Evaluations by graduate and undergraduate students
bore out the success of these projects. 3 projects were designed around after-
school tutorials for public school children.

Among the 4 co-teaching models implemented specifically among
colleagues at institutions, the focus shown on planning for curricular changes and
redistributing course loads as well as on blending different teacher preparation
courses.  Two projects implemented co-taught classroom experiences.  Initiative
#7A allowed faculty to analyze course content and, in at least one case, design
and develop a separate and newly conceived course sequence in inclusive early
childhood education.  In the case of this institutional work, risk taking was
evident, with faculty trying different co-teaching approaches while documenting
outcomes through anecdote and through student evaluations.  Also guest
speakers, field trips and field experiences augmented co-taught course content,
encouraging the viability and the applicability of students’ classroom experiences.

Research into co-teaching and instruction in inclusive classrooms was
advanced.  The cross-institutional co-teaching project brought together faculty,
graduate assistants, graduate students as well as K-12 practitioners for the
purpose of developing video case studies of inclusive classrooms.   Faculty
reported providing presentations at the Council on Exceptional Children, the
International Reading Association, and to faculty at their institutions as well as
developing publications from their experiences.

General Observations

Unlike the prior year’s co-teaching grant program, the majority of projects
in 2003-2004 focused on co-teaching relationships in schools with classroom
teachers. This shift enabled faculty to work even more closely with teachers of a
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high needs population, both within their schools and at institutions, As has been
the case throughout the life of this initiative, faculty modeled the process of life-
long learning by professionally taking risks to advance their teaching.  More so
this year, school districts benefited from faculty expertise and willingness to
experiment.  Again, the experiences had by the co-teachers funded under this
initiative, were powerful, creating new understandings and new connections, and
helping to develop meaningful applications in the field.

Likewise, the co-teaching methods continued to be varied.  Since a
majority of the projects were co-taught with public school personnel, the
classroom perspective was highly visible.  Of these 8 co-teaching projects, 2
were elaborations of earlier successes at developing a professional development
school and at extending cultural literacy to more professionals within a school
system.  2 brought public school teachers into institutions for co-taught
experiences.1 created a unique collaboration whereby inclusive case studies
were designed and developed by teams of faculty from one university, graduate
assistants from another university and public school teachers.

The remaining five projects developed collaborations between colleagues
at institutions.  2 projects focused on developing courses, one for two professors
to co-teach in an early childhood curriculum, another to create opportunities
around thematic elements in teacher preparation blocks.  Another used an
already extant model of co-teaching to deliver learning about contemporary
themes in educational practice.  Still another extended an institutionalized model
of co-teaching to a course on methods for differentiated instruction.

What the HESC sacrificed in fewer awards for co-teaching (23 were
awarded in 2002-2003), it made up for in depth of program and sophistication.
The 13 co-teaching projects for 2003-2004 were all ambitious undertakings with
close attention paid to building the collaboration between teachers and creating a
worthwhile experience for students.  Considerable risk-taking was apparent as
faculty stepped outside what seemed like their levels of comfort to appropriate
strategies for co-teaching and study the results in hard and deliberate fashion.  2
co-teaching projects introduced new technologies to faculty and public school
staff in the forms of on-line dialogue (Bromley) and video-case study creation
(Monroe-Baillargeon). 4 projects (Davern, Monroe-Baillargeon, Rodriguez, and
Salmon) created almost immediate institutional dissemination of their work to
help solidify their co-teaching models at the college and university level.

Future Considerations

? The sustainability of these projects seemed directly linked to the size of
the institution involved: smaller colleges appeared less likely to sustain
these efforts.  By combining the efforts of larger and smaller institutions or
by smaller institutions collaborating regionally to share resources and
expertise, the possibility of sustainability may be enhanced.
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? A symposium on co-teaching, inviting TF participants and their
collaborators to share their practices with each other, with their
institutional and school district administrators and with interested parties,
would raise the profile of the effort and add to the potential of sustaining
the methodology in institutions and in school districts.  At the very least,
electronic connections should be explored among practitioners of co-
teaching to create a community having common interests.

? TF member institutions should consider advocating for and developing
institutional tenure arrangements that reflects the commitment to work in
the field and the addition of co-teaching responsibilities.

Table 3.
Initiative #7A:

Lead
Applicant IHE

Partner
Institution Focus 1 2 3

Bromley Binghamton
University

Johnson City M.S. Literacy X

Calfapietra St. Joseph’s
College

St. Joseph’s College Co-teaching Methods X

Davern Sage Colleges Sage Colleges Co-teaching Methods X
Gajria St. Thomas

Aquinas
East Ramapo CSD Classroom Management X

Knapp Nyack College Mt. Vernon CSD Literacy X
Leeds Cazenovia

College
Belleview School,
SCSD

Strategies for Multiply
Disabled

X

Monroe-
Baillargeon

University of
Rochester

Syracuse University Inclusive Case Study
Development

X

Magiera SUNY Fredonia Dunkirk CSD—
School # 3

Literacy and Exceptional
Learning

X

Rodriguez CUNY – Lehman
College

CUNY— Lehman
College

Curriculum/Program
Development

X

Salmon SUNY— Geneseo SUNY – Geneseo Curriculum/Program
Development

X

Schmidt LeMoyne College Elmwood
Elementary, SCSD

Home-School
Connections and Cultural
Literacy

X

Schnorr SUNY Oswego Paul V. Moore M.S.
Central Square SD

Literacy X

Whittaker SUNY New Paltz Poughkeepsie High
School

Social Studies X

Key: 1. LEA partner to teach at the college
2. College faculty to co-teach
3. College faculty to teach in high needs school
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       Initiative #8A: Partnership Enactment Grants 2003 – 2004

Introduction

In the 2003-2004 funding cycle, the HESC again offered Initiative #8A:
Partnership Enactment Grants to support new partnerships for inclusive practice
between TF member institutions and K-12 high needs schools not participating in
a NYS School Improvement Grant.  The awarded projects spanned several
possible approaches to implementing IHE – high needs school collaboration: a
study group focused on professional development in adolescent literacy, utilizing
after school opportunities to connect pre-service teachers to struggling students,
professional development for inclusive middle school practice, and intensive root
cause analysis and action research.

The initiative funded seven projects out of a possible eleven, distributing
$34,280 for an average award of $4,897.  See Table 4. Like the co-teaching
awards, the funding was issued by subcontract to institutions participating in the
TF.  In several cases, the funded proposals focused deliberately on the
sustainability of the projects, enacting curricular changes or creating connections
with schools that appeared to be designed to outlast the funding provided.

Overview of Partnership Enactment Grant Projects

All seven projects reported positive results.  Noteworthy was the amount
of enthusiasm generated among TF faculty because of well-articulated
connections “on the ground” with teachers and professionals in high needs
schools.  The level of involvement among pre-service teachers was also
important, often with pre-service and in-service teachers working side by side to
plan and develop lessons, analyze data, or solve problems.  Likewise, in at least
one case (Lawrence-Brown), an additional institution became involved in the
work of the project, making the connectivity of the school district to potential pre-
service candidates even stronger.  This project and one between Daemen
College and the Lancaster Schools (Hartwick) represented efforts to collect and
analyze significant student data for the purpose of developing inclusive models.
Research was also an important component of the work between SUNY
Geneseo and Leicester Academy (Salmon).  One project (Lawrence-Brown)
represented a continuation of efforts at partnership begun in the 2002-2003
funding cycle, and it resulted in the school partner, Jamestown City School
District, applying for a State Improvement Grant.

Expanding after school programs proved to be fruitful means for
developing and implementing partnerships (Bromley, Wolpert). Both projects
developed strong connections that appeared to guarantee sustainability.  Plans
were also underway for establishing an after-school tutorial for the 2004-2005
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academic year in another instance (Hartwick).   Still another project focused its
tutorials within the school day (Salmon).  This effort coupled with a research
project from the same institution, SUNY Geneseo (Rozalski, Initiative # 9: Faculty
Fellowships), suggested the strength of combining HESC funding options while
focusing on needy student target populations.  One partnership (Ashby)
concentrated the institution’s efforts on implementing a school-wide inclusion
plan at Levy Middle School in the Syracuse City School District.  Another (Tinto)
focused primarily on content area revision in Mathematics at the Intermediate
level.  Each of these projects created the delivery of quality on-site professional
development for public school teachers, administrators, and para-professionals.

Four projects (Ashby, Bromley, Hartwick, Salmon) created efforts at
implementing quality inclusive practice at the adolescent level by targeting middle
school populations for interventions.

General Observations

The projects undertaken for Initiative #8A: Partnership Enactment Grants
reflect a growing sophistication on the part of institutions in the TF for involving
pre-service teachers in schools in creative ways.  Students were involved in
project decision-making, contributed to the on-site delivery of programs, and
developed competence by working in close proximity to practicing teachers.
Manhattan College’s project with P.S. 7 revolved largely around student teachers
developing important skills of assessment of youngsters’ literacy.  In St.
Bonaventure’s model, co-teaching pairs of student teachers were placed with co-
teaching pairs of in-service teachers.  In the Binghamton University – Johnson
City model, graduate school teacher candidates worked alongside middle school
teachers in study groups to develop keener reflective practice.

 As in the SIG process, in several projects (Hartwick, Lawrence-Brown,
Tinto) student achievement data was given close scrutiny and the results
articulated the direction for much of the partnership and for future work.
Likewise, professional development efforts at schools were, for the most part,
precisely designed and clear in their outcomes, reflecting a greater reliance on
data.  Planning for these projects was clearly collaborative, with school district
personnel’s having considerable input into the direction of each partnership.
Beginning with data provided the collaborations a common focus and a shared
vision, in addition to organizing an agreed to vernacular and a set of common
understandings.

Although current anecdotal evidence points to the contrary, at the time of
the 2002-2003 report, the prognosis for last year’s partnerships seemed fragile.
This year’s projects appeared considerably more sustainable.  The St.
Bonaventure— Jamestown (Lawrence-Brown) pursuit of a SIG, the plans for on-
going tutorials between Daemen and Lancaster (Hartwick) and between
Manhattan College and P.S. 7 (Wolpert), the systemic approach in the Syracuse-
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Levy partnership (Ashby), and the addition of the partnership study group to the
course syllabus for the Binghamton-Johnson City project (Bromley), mean that
the sustainability of institution-high needs school collaborations are better
assured.  In the case of SUNY— Geneseo, public school teachers were invited to
help design the college’s new adolescent inclusive certification program funded
currently under an additional HESC initiative.

Future Considerations

? The focus on sustainability in the Partnership Enactment Grant program
points to the value of providing evaluation criteria for similar projects early
in the funding process.  Providing more evaluation criteria to TF
institutions pursuing funding, rather than less, helps guide the partnership
process without sacrificing creative freedom.

? The momentum of these projects suggests a growing interest in
adolescent inclusion.  The HESC may consider targeting partnerships
designed around middle level and high school inclusive practice in the
future to drive systemic reform further at these levels.

? With funding levels diminishing, an effort should be made to assess the
HESC’s efforts at partnership enactment specifically.  Through a new
initiative or through the HESC evaluation process, using the partnership
rubric (Price, 2003) to ascertain the impact of these collaborations would
suggest beneficial directions for future work and potential research.

? The success of HESC’s Partnership Enactment program is marked
particularly in comparison to other grants with similar intent.  One reason
for this may be the fact that institutions and institutional personnel control
the funding stream once an award is made resulting in conservative yet
reasonably targeted budgeting.  Another reason may be the fact that the
awards require a well-developed and documented evaluation process.
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Table 4.
Initiative #8A: Partnership Enactment Grants 2003-2004 Summary

Applicant Region Institution Partner Focus
Ashby Mid-

State
Syracuse
University

Levy Middle
School, SCSD

School-wide
Inclusion

Bromley Mid-
State

Binghamton
University

Johnson City
Middle School

Literacy

Hartwick West Daemen
College

Lancaster CSD English Language
Arts, Mathematics

Lawrence-
Brown

West St.
Bonaventure

Jamestown City
SD

School-wide
Inclusion

Salmon Mid-
West

SUNY-
Geneseo

Leicester
Academy,
Genesee Valley
BOCES

Literacy,
Mathematics

Tinto Mid-
State

Syracuse
University

Meacham
Elementary, SCSD

Mathematics

Wolpert NYC Manhattan
College

P.S. 7 English Language
Arts
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                         Initiative #9: Faculty Fellowships

Introduction

In 2003-2004, the HESC offered faculty fellowships to professors at TF
member institutions throughout New York State.  The initiative’s purpose was to
support the pursuit of original research or synthesize current research on issues
associated with the TFQIS and its two goals.  Possible areas of research
included mentoring, disproportional representation of minorities, family
engagement, teacher retention, or the inclusion of students with low incidence
disabilities.  Among the products of this Initiative, the researcher was required to
present his or her findings at a Statewide meeting of the TFQIS and to provide a
written report of the project’s outcomes.

Faculty at TF institutions provided full-scale plans for research including
research questions, literature reviews, methodologies, and budgets for the work
proposed.  Out of eight potential research projects, four were funded, totaling
awards of $46,793 or $11,698 per project.  Of the funded projects, three involved
original research and one comprised a comprehensive literature review and
synthesis.  See Table 5. Subcontracts for the work were awarded to the
researchers’ home institutions.  Reports were required at midpoints in the
projects’ duration, and final reports were provided at the end of the first year of
funding.  Costs incurred for the projects varied among stipends to participants
and for secretarial support, summer salary and fringe benefits for faculty,
proportionate salaries for graduate assistants, supplies, materials, postage, and
travel within NYS.

Overview of Faculty Fellowships

The knowledge provided through research under the Faculty Fellowship
initiative proved significant.  Well-designed, well-executed research studies in
several areas added to the knowledge of inclusive practice.  Projects
incorporating original research included efforts to understand the effects of
teacher behavior on the association between students’ reading habits and
classroom behaviors (Rozalski), to discern the effects of different writing
strategies on the achievement of variably skilled second grade students
(Saddler), and to fathom the impact of a computer response system on student
achievement in science when compared to a traditional question-response model
(Jabot).  The comprehensive synthesis of research focused on issues of
membership within an inclusive education context.  Where reported by principal
investigators, the results of the original research proved fruitful.  In two cases
(Rozalski, Erwin), including the comprehensive synthesis project, researchers
used the funding as an opportunity to develop baseline understanding of the
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research questions they had posed.  The analysis of the results for one of the
faculty fellowship projects was continuing at the time of this writing (Saddler).

Generally, the faculty fellowships proved to have beneficial effects outside
the research.  The original research projects incorporated the efforts of student
teacher candidates who were trained in various interventions and in the collection
of data.  Likewise, these three original research projects were designed to
enhance student performance and to increase achievement in high needs
schools in reading (Rozalski), writing (Saddler), and science (Jabot).  Many of the
final results of this work will come after the disaggregation of data so that general
education student performance and the performance of students with special
needs can be better understood.  The schools where the research was located
also offered positive responses.  Finally, plans for disseminating the results of the
work were wide ranging.  Researchers targeted several journals for publication of
the results, including Exceptional Children, Teaching Exceptional Children, and
science and technology journals.  They developed presentations for, among
others, the Conference on Instructional Technology, the Council for Exceptional
Children conference, and the American Educational Research Association
conference.

General Observations

Of the three fellowships comprising original research efforts and except for
completing an analysis of disaggregated data, SUNY Fredonia’s Michael Jabot’s
Computer Performance System (CPS) project achieved near completion in
slightly more than six months time.  Working within four inclusive sixth grade
classrooms in a high needs school, Jabot compared results when students
answered questions using an automated response system and traditional whole-
group instruction. The study, also, investigated the impact of introducing the
automated response system on the types and frequency of student participation
in whole-group instruction, and whether the type of instruction differentially
impacts the learning of students with identified needs. The results were analyzed
for quality and quantity.  Jabot discovered that, indeed, within an inclusive
setting, an automated response system provided for better student answers and
for more thorough learning of content than was true in a more traditional model of
hand raising and being called upon.  Jabot anticipates the research’s being
replicated in other inclusive content area classrooms and in the building.

Although still analyzing the results, SUNY Albany’s Bruce Saddler
investigated four writing interventions in four inclusive classes of variably skilled
second graders to discern the best approach to improving student writing.  With
one control group, these approaches were: Self-Regulated Strategy
Development (cf. Harris, Graham, Mason, & Saddler, 2001), Paired Writing (cf.
Yarrow & Topping, 2001), and an amalgam of the two, PAWS: Peer-Assisted
Writing Strategies, which he anticipated as an effective framework for teaching
writing within an inclusive instructional setting.  The study was completed within
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seven months, with the writing samples, transcribed and scored, and the analysis
begun.

SUNY Geneseo’s Michael Rozalski focused his work on the intersection of
reading deficits and behavioral issues among students in a middle school setting
in an effort to analyze how teacher behaviors can affect both.  In the first year of
the fellowship, Rozalski analyzed reading habits and attitudes among students to
correlate with discipline referral information logged at the school.   With the
intention of positively affecting reading experiences and mitigating unruly
behavior, Rozalski proposes in phase two to develop interventions for both
reading improvement and better behavior by targeting teacher behaviors in the
classroom.
  

Elizabeth Erwin from CUNY--Queens undertook a synthesis of current
research regarding membership in inclusive education.  Unlike past efforts, the
project aimed to develop a thorough examination of current literature for a
coherent set of recommendations to guide policy and practice.  Uniquely, too,
Erwin focused the comprehensive synthesis on membership issues from multiple
perspectives and disciplines in addition to integrating special education issues.
As an exhaustive study, Erwin’s work required her combing electronic databases
and print text to read and analyze sources with compilation, integrating resources
and writing to take place in the second year of this initiative.

Table 5.
Initiative #9: Faculty Fellowships Summary

Lead
Applicant

IHE Region Focus Status

Michael
Jabot

SUNY
Fredonia

West The Effects of Computer
Performance System on
Student Achievement in
Inclusive Settings

Complete

Bruce
Saddler

SUNY
Albany

East The Effects of Peer Assisted
Writing Strategies in Mixed Skill
Inclusive Settings

Complete

Michael
Rozalski

SUNY
Geneseo

Mid-
West

Project BAROMETER: Behavior
and Reading Observations to
Make Effective Teaching Even
Richer

Continuing

Elizabeth
Erwin

CUNY
Queens

NYC An Analysis of the Meaning of
Membership in Inclusive
Environments

Continuing
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Executive Summary

The Higher Education Support Center (HESC) prompts and supports New
York State colleges and universities in the pursuit of two goals through its Task
Force (TF) on Quality Inclusive Schooling:
? To develop and sustain high quality inclusive teacher preparation

programs, and
? To engage in and support the professional development efforts of selected

high needs schools and districts in the seven regions of the state.
In mid 2003-2004, 57 of the nearly 120 institutions in the state with registered
teacher preparation programs were TF members.  That is, they made
commitments to work toward these two goals in their teacher preparation
programs and in their regional work with high needs schools.

In 2003-2004, the HESC provided the TF and its members with a number
of initiatives for professional development.  The initiatives ranged from co-
teaching to developing partnerships for college and school district collaboration
to studying teacher retention to supporting research in areas of inclusive practice,
among others.  This report summarizes five initiatives offered by the HESC and
undertaken by the TF and its members, representing 36 awards totaling
$345,307.

Initiative #3B Regional Task Force Summer 2004 Action Grants.  TF
members and their colleagues collaborated successfully in programs focused to
implement opportunities for improving inclusive teacher preparation programs
and for engaging in professional development with high needs schools.  Five
regions in New York State received awards, while two regions continued efforts
already underway in these areas.   A total of $39,270 in awards was distributed,
with the awards averaging $7,854. Among the approaches taken, regions offered
in-service opportunities to high needs school districts, prepared state and
national conference presentations with high needs schools, and provided
professional development for institutional faculty in Universal Design for
Learning.   The results in each case were stronger regional identities and an
increase in efficacy among task force members, institutions and schools alike.

Initiative #5A Regional Task Force Liaisons.  This initiative was designed
to provide leadership in New York State’s seven regions to build and sustain
quality inclusive teacher preparation and to create successful collaboration with
high needs schools districts.  Among other tasks, liaisons continued to assess
regional needs, provide technical support to institutions and to high needs
districts, to foster communication among TF members, and to develop agendas
for the TF at the statewide level. The liaisons’ efforts directly supported progress
toward quality inclusive schooling in the regions at institutions and at high needs
schools and helped shape the direction of the TF through its structure and
processes.  The initiative awards provided stipends for liaisons, support for
institutional faculty to further develop individual programs, support for high needs
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schools in partnership with TF institutions, and enhanced communication within
the regions.  A total of $167,202 was distributed among the seven regions, with
awards averaging $23,886.

Initiative #7A Co-Teaching Project Grants Fall 2003 – Summer 2004.  A
total of $57,762 was awarded to 13 projects that implemented co-teaching
models at institutions and between faculty at institutions and teachers in high
needs schools.  Co-teaching collaborations included the development of early
childhood curriculum, the induction of public school teachers as adjunct faculty
members, and a team approach to inclusive video case study creation.  In
addition to modeling co-teaching for in-service and pre-service teachers, faculty
continued to engage in research into co-teaching as effective practice.

Initiative # 8A Partnership Enactment Grants 2003 – 2004 Designed for
schools not currently involved in the School Improvement Grant process in New
York State, this initiative sought to encourage direct collaboration between
institutions and high needs schools.  Among the models funded, schools and TF
members created school-based inquiry groups as part of a course structure,
implemented professional development for inclusion at the middle level, and
developed data analysis for school improvement.  Seven Partnership Enactment
awards were distributed, totaling $34,280.  The average award was $4,897.

Initiative #9 Faculty Fellowships. To support faculty research in the area of
inclusive practice, the HESC offered this initiative.  Studies included a
comparison of several methods for teaching second grade writing, a review and
the implications of literature about membership in inclusive communities, and
reading and behavioral interventions for at-risk adolescents.  Out of seven
proposals, a team of readers awarded $46,793 to four TF members and their
institutions with an average award of $11,698.  The awards were used to release
faculty from teaching for the purpose of the research, to stipend collaborating
school and institutional personnel, and to hire graduate assistants to gather and
to analyze data.
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Preface

The Higher Education Support Center (HESC) prompts and supports New
York State colleges and universities in the pursuit of two goals through its Task
Force (TF) on Quality Inclusive Schooling:
?       To develop and sustain high quality inclusive teacher preparation

programs, and
?            To engage in and support the professional development efforts

of  selected high need schools and districts in the seven regions of
the state.

In mid 2003-2004, 57 of the nearly 120 institutions in the state with registered
teacher preparation programs were TF members.

Toward their commitment to work toward these two goals, TF members
and institutions designed inclusive teacher preparation programs, through which
prospective teachers would learn to teach all learners.  They brought cutting
edge practices into college and university courses and associated K-12
classrooms, developing resources and materials for quality inclusive teacher
preparation.  They forged connections between the preparation of teachers and
the continuing professional development needed for vital and responsive
schooling systems.  The HESC and the TF worked to build direct and strong links
between these oft-separated components of the educational enterprise.

The HESC helped create professional development opportunities
specifically targeted for teacher educators.  These opportunities took the form of
independent research, leadership groups, school partnerships, program
presentations, material reviews, and testing of innovative practices.  The HESC
supported networks of teacher educators in seven regions of the state, congruent
with the seven Regional School Support Centers (RSSCs).  Regional Task Force
groups facilitated partnerships with regional high need schools.  They provided
valuable outside perspectives on the work of schools, institutions, and teachers.
The HESC facilitated relationships with local BOCES units, various staff
development networks, and the New York State Education Department.

In 2003-2004, the HESC provided the TF and its members a number of
initiatives for professional development.  The initiatives ranged from
implementing co-teaching, to developing partnerships for college and school
district collaboration, to supporting research in quality inclusive practice, to
preparing teachers to work with students with low incidence disabilities.  This
report summarizes five initiatives offered by the HESC and undertaken by the TF
and its members:

#3B Regional Task Force – Summer Action Grants 2004
#5A Regional Task Force Liaisons
#7A Co-Teaching Project Grants: Fall 2003 – Summer 2004
#8A Partnership Enactment Grants 2003 – 2004
#9 Faculty Fellowships


